Date: May 5, 2011
To: News Media
From: Douglas M. Bohannon, District Tennis Chairman
Subject: PIAA District III Boys AAA Team Tennis Results

PIAA District III Team Tennis Results
AAA Quarter-finals
Exeter vs Dallastown
Exeter won 3 - 2
#1 Singles: Mitch Gettis E def. Adam Gante 6-3, 6-1
#2 Singles: Nolan Perugini E def. Andrew Heird 6-0, 6-0
#3 Singles: Sam Timura E def. Conor Higgins 6-3, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Andy Murray/Michael Klahold DT def. Max Kennedy/Logan Gettis 6-2, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Aaron Inkrote/Ryan Bender DT def. Ian Dickie/Ryan Lessig 6-1, 6-4

Hempfield vs Gettysburg
Hempfield won 3 - 0
#1 Singles: Andrew Clark H def. Ben Montoya 6-1, 6-1
#2 Singles: Michael Brookhart H vs Geoff Dougherty 6-1, 3-0 DNF
#3 Singles: Charlie Raffensberger H vs Cameron Moore 6-0, 4-3 DNF
#1 Doubles: TJ Reno/Casey Sagolia-Slamp H def. Nikolas Jameson/Daniel Horton 6-0,6-1
#2 Doubles: Tom Athey/ Joe Kelly H def. Tyler Smith/Cody Kiefer 6-3, 6-0

Cumberland Valley vs Manheim Township
Manheim Township won 3 - 0
#1 Singles: Dave Musser MT vs Rob Schrader 6-3, 2-5
#2 Singles: Jack Barry MT def. Andrew Grossman 6-4, 6-1
#3 Singles: Niki Veronis MT vs Ethan Lynn 6-2, 5-1
#1 Doubles: Andrew Moshos/Josh Trach MT def. Alec Grossman/Rajiv Venkatadri 6-2, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Andrew Rote/Robert Belser MT def. Marcus DiBrito/Greg Ballew 6-1, 6-2

Southwestern vs Muhlenberg
Southwestern won 4 - 0
#1 Singles: Tommy Nicklas SW def. Jon Weaver 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Mack Meyer SW def. Alex Bybel 6-1, 6-0
#3 Singles: Anthony Miserendino SW def. Wes McCarthy 6-0, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Quin Meyer/Dave Stevens SW def. Gerardo Ponce/Chris Short 6-1,6-1
#2 Doubles: Noah Staub/Brenton Miller SW vs Evan Simons/Christian Salcedo 6-0, 3-0